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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the Business Confidence Survey 2017, many European businesses report operating difficulties that remain unique to 
China, and a range of economic worries that have the potential to diminish corporate profits and growth if not carefully 
managed. Yet despite these varied and often-repeated problems, this year’s survey also shows that in some areas there 
is cause for more optimism than before. 

Amid recent gloomy predictions about China’s slowing economy, European companies reported that business 
improved last year, with over 50% of enterprises achieving higher sales than in 2015. Among those, information and 
communications technology (ICT), automotive, machinery, cosmetics, environmental and retail firms all saw growth in 
revenues. More notable still was that more businesses reported profitable earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) than 
at any other time since 2010. Sectors such as travel, aerospace, education, pharmaceuticals and engineering reported 
sharp increases in profits that ranged from 70% to 100%. These improvements were possible in part due to increased 
demand as well as careful cost management. 

There is other good news. Although China’s technocrats still have much work to do, its intellectual property rights (IPR) 
protection regime saw some improvements, and President Xi Jinping’s anti-graft campaign has had a noticeable impact. 
Concerns waned over both the lack of legal recourse and labour disputes, too. 

That said, respondents’ improved financial performance can largely be attributed to the major financial stimulus that the 
Chinese authorities injected into the economy during the first half of 2016. On a wide range of indicators, respondents' 
sentiments rebounded from the lows of the fourth quarter of 2015 and first quarter of 2016, when China’s economy was 
facing severe downward pressure and last year’s survey was conducted. By contrast, this year’s survey was conducted 
after the stimulus had worked its way through China’s financial system.

European companies therefore remain rightly apprehensive about the future of China’s economy. More than 60% of 
respondents rank China’s slowing economic growth as their number one cause for concern, which is closely followed by 
the ongoing struggle to find and retain qualified employees, a problem aggravated by demands for higher compensation 
among local hires.

This anxiety over China’s economy is intensified by the encroaching shadow of China’s egregious debt burden. As 
cautioned by George Magnus of Oxford University’s China Centre and a former UBS Investment Bank advisor: “[China’s] 
level of debt to GDP, variously estimated at between 260-300 per cent of GDP, the speed with which it has risen, and 
the 8 or so years in which it has been continuing all make China a classic risk case for a fall, with all its attendant 
consequences on growth for several years after.” 1

Conducting business in China also remains a challenge – in fact, nearly 50% of member firms report it became more 
difficult in 2016. The World Bank’s ranking of China in 78th place out of 183 countries in terms of the ease of doing 
business2 reflects this reality, and is a poor showing given the economy’s global importance.

Respondents’ doubts over whether China is truly committed to creating a simpler administrative environment and 
ensuring a level playing field continue to deepen. European companies are succeeding in areas where they have more 
freedom to operate, but cumbersome regulations and vaguely-worded laws—often subject to arbitrary interpretation—
continue to pose a range of challenges. 

In many cases, missed opportunities due to regulatory obstacles are resulting in a significant loss of revenue for 
European companies in China. More than 40% of respondents state that these missed opportunities equal 10% or more 

1    Magnus, George, China Has Regained Economic Stability, But Clues are in Weeds of Finance, Georgemagnus.com, 21st March, 2017, viewed 15th April, 2017, <http://www.
georgemagnus.com/china-has-regained-economic-stability-but-clues-are-in-the-weeds-of-finance/>

2     Ease of doing business index (1= most business-friendly regulations), The World Bank, viewed 16th April, 2017, <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.BUS.EASE.XQ>
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of their annual revenue, a figure which can determine whether they are loss-making. In this regard, small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs), as well as law firms and financial services providers—which operate in two of China's most tightly 
regulated sectors—have been hardest hit. These two industry sectors are particularly susceptible to China’s draconian 
control of the Internet, which also affects their performance. Furthermore, only 4% of respondents saw significant market 
opening for foreign companies in 2016, with 31% of respondents in the important ICT sector pointing to market narrowing 
or even closure. 

The much-touted economic reform agenda outlined in the Third Plenum’s Decision in 2013 is also yet to meet 
expectations. European companies’ disappointment is highlighted by the following figures: 

• Half report feeling less welcome compared to when they first entered the market. 
• Over the last four years, more than half have consistently reported that foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) are treated 

unfairly compared to domestic Chinese companies.
• 61% believe that environmental regulations are strongly enforced against foreign companies, while only 14% and 17% 

report that they are strongly enforced against Chinese privately-owned enterprises (POEs) and Chinese state-owned 
enterprises (SOEs) respectively. 

• After another year to reflect upon the matter, 37% still report that national security legislation discriminates against FIEs. 

President Xi Jinping’s Davos speech in January 2017, and the promulgation in the same month of the State Council’s 
Document No.5—geared towards improving the environment for foreign business and investment—suggest that China 
remains committed to free trade and openness, perhaps more so than ever, at least rhetorically. Yet respondents display 
little optimism that China’s economic reform agenda will make much progress in the short term – only 15% of respondents 
believe that regulatory barriers will decrease over the next five years, while 40% believe that they will actually increase. 

Reciprocity in bilateral trade and investment relations between Europe and China remains a bone of contention. As 
outlined in the June 2016 European Commission paper Elements for a New EU Strategy on China, the EU is China’s 
largest trading partner, representing about 15 per cent of its trade – China clearly needs the EU as much as the EU 
needs China.3 It is therefore concerning that while Chinese investment into the European Union (EU) in 2016 leaped 77% 
y-o-y to more than EUR 35 billion, funds flowing in the opposite direction declined by 23% to EUR 8 billion over the same 
period.4 As a useful point of reference, European investment into the US in 2016 was approximately USD 277 billion.5 

This imbalance is compounded by the fact that 54% of respondents state that FIEs are treated unfavourably compared to 
domestic Chinese companies, and 79% report that the most damaging manifestation of this lack of reciprocity is market 
access barriers. European investment in China is simply being held back. Meanwhile, Chinese businesses in Europe face 
few, if any, obstacles to expansion.

Due to restrictions on M&A by foreign businesses in China, current expansions primarily take place through organic 
growth. Lowering barriers would see an influx of foreign capital into the Chinese economy, with 56% of respondents 
reporting that they are prepared to ramp-up investment if better market access were granted. 

The European Chamber’s members understand that key to growth in trade between the EU and China is a successfully 
negotiated Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI), with a strong market-opening component forming part of any 
deal. It needs to be completed soon, as early as the next 12 months. The top issues that European businesses want to 
see the CAI address are: 

• A simplified regulatory environment (36%); 
• Freedom to enter into new business areas or product segments (16%); 

3     Joint Communication to the European Parliament and the Council: Elements of a new EU Strategy on China, European Commission, Brussels, 22nd June, 2016, viewed 23rd June, 
2016, p. 5, <http://eeas.europa.eu/china/docs/joint_communication_to_the_european_parliament_and_the_council_-_elements_for_a_new_eu_strategy_on_china.pdf>

4    Hanemann, Thilo and Mikko Huotari, Record Flows and Growing Imbalances: Chinese Investment in Europe in 2016, MERICS and Rhodium Group, 10th January 2017, no. 3, viewed 
16th April, 2017, <http://rhg.com/reports/record-flows-and-growing-imbalances-chinese-investment-in-europe-in-2016>; EU-China FDI Monitor 4Q 2016 Update: Public Version, Rhodium 
Group, January, 2017, viewed 16th April, 2017, <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2017/january/tradoc_155234.pdf>. While the European Chamber’s Business Confidence 
Survey 2016 stated the figure for 2015 to be EUR 9.3 billion, this has been updated to EUR 10 billion in the latest available figures.

5   Hamilton, David and Joseph Quinlan, The Transatlantic Economy 2017: Annual Survey of Jobs, Trade and Investment Between the United States and Europe, Center for 
Transatlantic Relations Johns Hopkins University and American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union, 2017, viewed 20th April, 2017, p. vii, <http://transatlanticrelations.
org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/170223_FULL-BOOK-2.pdf>
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• A reduction of barriers to making acquisitions in China (13%); and 
• More leeway to take control of their China operations by reducing the need for a local business partner or joint venture 

(13%). 

Finally, this year’s survey includes a wake-up call to the whole of Europe. Competition in China has stiffened and 
respondents feel that Chinese POEs have become a lot more innovative,6 primarily in the areas of go-to-market and 
business-model innovation. Although in industrial goods less progress is perceived to have been made on product/service 
and process innovation, by about 2020, 60% of European companies in China expect Chinese firms to have closed the 
innovation gap.

6    Innovation can be defined as the introduction of new things and methods that create value in the market: Fast and Furious, The Economist, 12th September, 2015, viewed 14th 
April, 2017, <http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21663325-chinese-private-firms-are-embracing-innovation-fast-and-furious>; By contrast, ‘invention’ can be defined 
as “something that has never been made before, or the process of creating something that has never been made before”: ‘Invention’, Cambridge Dictionary, viewed 14th April, 2017, 
<http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/invention>
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1 BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IN 
REVIEW  

China’s economy improved during the second half of 2016, which was largely a result of the major financial stimulus that 
was unleashed in the first half of the year.7 After four years of consistent decline, the producer price index turned positive 
during the summer of 2016, indicating that the manufacturing industry was picking up. However, while this—along with 
prudent cost control and increased demand—contributed to many companies’ improved financial results compared to 
2015, nearly half of the survey’s respondents report that doing business has become more difficult.

1.1   Stronger financials fail to mask the underlying challenges

Despite the welcome rebound in financial performance, roughly half of respondents found business to have become 
more difficult in 2016 compared to the previous year.

When viewed by industry, very few, if any, indicate an easing of business conditions. In fact, in eight industries, half or 
more of respondents also state that doing business has become more difficult. The environment industry bucks this 
trend with nearly a third of respondents stating business became easier in 2016 – with enforcement of the Environmental 
Protection Law becoming increasingly more stringent since its promulgation in January 2015, the market has become 
larger and more predictable.

Figure 1: Business conditions still a challenge for half of respondents

2017

N=552

2014 2015

N=541

2016

N=506 N=570

Business has become more difficultBusiness has become easier About the same

How has doing business in China for your company developed in the last year?

7     Magnier, Mark, China Stimulus Measures Help Soften Economic Slowdown, The Wall Street Journal, 1st June, 2016, viewed 15th April, 2017, <https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-
stimulus-measures-help-soften-economic-slowdown-1464751540>; Magnier, Mark, China GDP Sends Troubling Signal on Economic Reform, The Wall Street Journal, 15th July, 
2015, viewed 15th April, 2017, <https://www.wsj.com/articles/massive-stimulus-keeps-china-gdp-steady-in-second-quarter-1468549521>
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1) Excluded  "Not Applicable"

How has doing business in China for your company developed in the last year?1)
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Figure 2: Difficulty of doing business in Mainland China by industry

Figure 3: Economic rebound contributes to increased revenues
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2012 2013
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4% 2%3%
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2014 2015
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2%

N=506

2016

Increased (5 - 20%)Increased substantially (>20%) Decreased substantially (> 20%)Remained the same (+/- 5%) Decreased (5 - 20%)

How did your company's total Mainland China revenue for 2016 compare to 2015?1)

1.2   Revenues and margins improve, but how long can it last? 

This year’s survey presents the first uptick in the percentage of respondents reporting an increase in revenue since 2011.
 

1) Selected industries only
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Figure 4: Mainland China revenue 2016 compared to 2015 by industry
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How did your company's total Mainland China revenue for 2016 compare to 2015? 1) 2)

Figure 5: Largest percentage of companies with positive EBIT since 2012
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2016
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2010
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2009

N=199N=230

NegativeBroke evenPositive

Please characterise your company's earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) in Mainland China in 2016. 

Respondents from the majority of industries reported revenue growth in 2016. However, in financial services the 
percentage of respondents reporting y-o-y growth fell from 55% to 47%, with a quarter posting declines. The industry 
suffered from regulators' unpredictable window guidance during the fourth quarter of 2016. The subsequent unpublished 
requirements imposed tight restrictions on the amount of transactions that could take place, limitations to the amount of 
foreign currency that banks could lend and an increased administrative burden, all of which ate into bottom lines.

Despite the slow pace of market opening reported in 2016 (see Figure 9), European companies still performed well, as 
reflected in their positive results for EBIT.

1) Excluded  "Not Applicable"
2) Selected industries only
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Figure 6: EBIT in Mainland China in 2016 by industry
Please characterise your company's earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) in Mainland China in 2016.1)
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Figure 7: EBIT in Mainland China 2016 compared to 2015 by industry
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How did your company's EBIT in China for 2016 compare to 2015?1) 2)

The collateral damage suffered by financial services firms as a result of the tightened control of capital outflows contributed 
to more than a quarter of them reporting a y-o-y decrease in their EBIT.

1) Selected industries only

1) Excludes respondents who were unable to answer
2) Selected industries only
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When analysing the reasons underlying the rebound in business performance witnessed across most industries since 
the second quarter of 2016, companies benefitted from the large economic and fiscal stimulus package from in the first 
half of 2016, and not from major reform efforts or structural changes to the economy. With stability as the watchword for 
2017, the question must be asked, how long can this dynamic continue to deliver growth? Former UBS Investment Bank 
advisor George Magnus recently concluded that, “without a material change in economy policy and management”, it 
probably cannot last for more than two to three more years.8 

Furthermore, China’s looming debt crisis is adding to the general sense of unease about the future of its economy. The 
International Monetary Fund’s April 2017 Global Financial Stability Report, states: “Despite stabilisation of the near-
term growth outlook, policy efforts to contain leverage and financial risks remain constrained by the authorities’ long-
term growth objective: doubling the average income and size of China’s economy by 2020. Achieving this requires 
ever increasing amounts of credit.” As a result of ongoing lending, “A large credit overhang has built up (the Bank for 
International Settlements calculates that the credit gap now stands at about 25 percent), and there is evidence that credit 
booms of this size are often dangerous. The likelihood of a financial crisis rises the longer a boom lasts and the larger it 
grows especially if exchange rate flexibility is very limited.” 9

8   Magnus, George, China Has Regained Economic Stability, But Clues are in Weeds of Finance, Georgemagnus.com, 21st March, 2017, viewed 15th April, 2017, <http://www.
georgemagnus.com/china-has-regained-economic-stability-but-clues-are-in-the-weeds-of-finance/>

9    Global Financial Stability Report: Getting the Policy Mix Right, International Monetary Fund, April 2017, viewed 20th April, 2017, p. 24, <http://www.imf.org/en/Publications/GFSR/
Issues/2017/03/30/global-financial-stability-report-april-2017>
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Figure 8: Rolling back the red carpet for European business
As a foreign investor in China, do you feel: 

20%

31%

49%

N
More welcome than when you first entered the Chinese market

o change
Less welcome than when you entered the Chinese market

N=562

2  A DIFFICULT ENVIRONMENT 
GOING FORWARD  

The mix of new and longstanding challenges faced by European business in China indicates that overall conditions are 
not improving substantially. One of the most significant findings is that half of respondents feel less welcome in China 
than when they first entered the market.

Figure 9: Market-opening rhetoric fails to deliver results

2017

N=562

2%

4%

2016

N=506

2%

2015

N=541

2%

2014

N=552

1%

UnchangedSome opening Significant closingSome closingSignificant opening

Has there been any market opening in your industry in China for foreign companies year-on-year?

After years of rhetoric from government authorities on market opening, only 4% of respondents report significant results 
in this respect. Of greater concern is that a tenth of respondents report that they have observed market closure.
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1) Selected industries only

1) FIEs = foreign-invested enterprises
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Which are the top 3 most significant regulatory obstacles for your company when doing business in Mainland China? 

Figure 11: Corruption diminishes in significance as an obstacle to European business
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Figure 10: Market status: a mixed picture by industry
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32%

Has there been any market opening in your industry in China for foreign companies year on year? 1)

Significant closingSome closingUnchangedSome openingSignificant opening

Some sectors fared far better than others, though. Encouragingly, half or more of respondents in both hospitality and 
environment sectors report either significant or some opening. The latter shows that major improvements are possible 
when the authorities make them a priority. At the other end of the scale, the operational challenges faced by legal firms 
are plain to see with only 15% reporting some opening.

2.1   Anti-corruption campaign a crowd pleaser, but persistent issues carry a real cost

President Xi Jinping’s determined anti-graft campaign has made corruption noticeably less of a problem y-o-y for 
European business – only 14% of respondents listed it as a top-three concern, down from 26% in 2014. 
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Figure 12: Missed business opportunities year-on-year
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Has your company missed out on business opportunities in China as a result of market access restrictions or regulatory barriers? 

Figure 13: Regulatory restrictions cut into bottom lines
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2017

3%
3%

N=218

20162015
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Don’t know 10 - 25%0 - 10% >50%25 - 50%

What percentage of your company's annual revenue in China do these missed opportunities represent? 

The top three barriers faced by European business—administrative issues, ambiguous rules and regulations, and an 
unpredictable legislative environment—certainly validate China’s ranking of 78th in The World Bank’s ease of doing 
business index.10 That these problems still exist, despite the large reduction of administrative requirements in recent 
years, demonstrates just how entrenched they are. And they are more than a mere inconvenience – 45% of respondents 
report that they have missed out on business opportunities as a result of regulatory obstacles. For market veterans who 
have operated in China for more than ten years, and have the most familiarity with the market, this figure rises to 50%.

For 43% of respondents these missed opportunities amounted to 10% or more of their annual revenue, and for 5% of 
companies these obstacles cost them more than half of their entire revenue for 2016. These kinds of figures determine 
whether a company sinks or swims. 

10    Ease of doing business Index (1= most business-friendly regulations), The World Bank, viewed 16th April, 2017, <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.BUS.EASE.XQ>
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Figure 14: SMEs feel the pain
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2.2   Who suffers the most?

It comes as no shock that the greatest pain is felt by SMEs. Compared to multinational corporations (MNCs) they possess 
comparatively modest resources to invest in government affairs and the kind of research and/or consultancy that would 
help them to successfully navigate China’s regulatory minefield. Ultimately, these missed opportunities may prevent 
them from scaling up and becoming future drivers of innovation, employment and tax revenue, which would represent a 
significant cost to China.  
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Figure 15: Legal and financial services hardest hit by regulatory obstacles
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What percentage of your company's annual revenue in China do these missed opportunities represent?1) 
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Unsurprisingly, legal and financial services—industries that face severe market access restrictions—are particularly hard-hit, as 
is transportation, logistics and distribution. The machinery and pharmaceuticals industries also missed out on numerous 
opportunities, many of which were due to the ‘Buy China’ policy and, in the case of pharmaceuticals only, limitations that 
have been placed on procurement for originator drugs.11

1) Selected industries only

11  European Business in China – Position Paper 2016/2017, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2016, pp. 292-293, <http://www.europeanchamber.com.cn/en/
publications-position-paper>
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N=506
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20162015

N=541
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N=562

Figure 16: Choked Internet access prevents European business from doing more in China 
Has the continued strengthening in measures to tighten Internet control and access restrictions in 
China been having an even bigger negative impact on your company? 

2.3   How do Chinese regulations on technology impact European business? 

Another ongoing challenge is Internet access, with over half of respondents stating that the strengthening of controls has 
had a negative impact on their business. Instead of taking full advantage of the benefits of full cross-border connectivity, 
China has moved in the opposite direction and established an intranet.
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Figure 17: Internet restrictions create real costs
Please estimate the economic impact as a percentage of your company's annual revenue in China.
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Specifically, European companies state that unstable connections, slow Internet speeds and restrictions on access have 
seriously impacted their business, particularly in the following ways:

• 26% report lower productivity in the office.
• 24% report difficulties in exchanging data and documents with their headquarters, partners and customers.
• 23% are unable to properly search for information and engage in research.

This is also negatively impacting revenue.
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Figure 18: Many European businesses avoid technology transfers, many don't
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Has your company had to transfer advanced technology to Chinese companies or government entities
in order to maintain market access?1)

It is very concerning that in five industries at least 20% of respondents reported that they have had to transfer technology 
in exchange for market access. This negatively impacts China because in many cases companies simply refuse to bring 
their best technologies and products to the market. Furthermore, it raises concerns over China’s WTO commitments.

1) Industrial sector only
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2.4   National-security-related concerns persist

Having had an additional year to weigh the impact of national-security-related legislation—such as the National Security 
Law, the Counter-terrorism Law and the Cyber Security Law—a perception still remains among foreign businesses that it 
is used to discriminate against them. This is particularly so in the legal and professional services industries. 

Figure 19: National security legislation still seen as discriminatory
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Figure 20: Overcapacity remains in industries of core importance to Europe
Is there overcapacity in your industry sector?1)2) 

1) Industrial  sector only
2) Excluded "Not Applicable"

2.5   Efforts to eliminate overcapacity recognised, but problem still remains 

Respondents indicate that during the last year the government has done more to try to address the issue of 
overcapacity, most prominently through the supply-side structural reform initiative. Despite these efforts the number of 
qualified respondents who believe that there is overcapacity in their industry remains unchanged at 45%. 
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As the Chamber’s February 2016 study on overcapacity pointed out, the net result of overcapacity is a lack of investment 
in research and development (R&D), which leads to less innovation and prevents firms from moving up industrial value 
chains.12 

Survey respondents believe that the best ways for the Chinese Government to solve overcapacity include:
• Focussing more on market forces (30%);
• Withdrawing protection for SOEs (16%);
• Promoting innovation (14%); and 
• Further improving the implementation of environmental standards and laws (10%). 

The gravity of the challenge posed by overcapacity is clear – 48% of respondents now believe addressing it is the number 
one objective if China is to successfully rebalance its economy.

Figure 21: Rebalancing the economy requires a hard line to be taken on overcapacity

Attracting 
R&D of MNCs

3%

Maintaining 
a growth rate 
above 6.5%

‘Going global’ 
of Chinese 
companies
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innovation 
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Rebalancing 
the Chinese 

econ
% of respondents who selected objective as the #1 benefit of reducing overcapacity % of respondents who selected objective as the #3 benefit of reducing overcapacity
% of respondents who selected objective as the #2 benefit of reducing overcapacity

omy

N=562

How important is it for China to address the issue of overcapacity if it wants to achieve the following objectives?1) 

1) Only top 5 responses are included

12  Overcapacity in China: An Impediment to the Party’s Reform Agenda, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2016, p. 35, <http://www.europeanchamber.com.cn/en/
publications-overcapacity-in-china>
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2.6   Increasing difficulties in attracting and retaining talent

HR-related challenges have risen in significance, with 58% of respondents facing difficulties attracting talent—a 
10 percentage point increase from 2016—and 43% reporting difficulties in retaining talent. These issues are being 
exacerbated by demographic changes that are resulting in a shrinking labour pool.13 

While the top challenges that respondents face in attracting Chinese talent are high salary expectations and the desire for 
more promising career development, for foreign talent they are air pollution and an unwillingness to live in China. What is 
striking is that if companies wish to attract more Chinese talent, it is largely in their own hands; if they are to attract more 
foreign talent they must rely on the government to act and positively deal with pollution.

Figure 22: Big differences in attracting foreign expatriate and Chinese talent
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Please list the top 3 challenges in attracting the right talents in China.1) 2)

1)  Only answered by those who answered ‘yes’ to the question ‘Is your company currently facing any challenges in attracting the right 
talent in China?’

2)  Only top 8 responses for each category are included

13   Statistical Communique on National Economic and Social Development in 2013, National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China, 24th February, 2014, viewed 
16th April, 2017, <http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/zxfb/201402/t20140224_514970.html>; Statistical Communique on National Economic and Social Development in 2014, National 
Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China, 26th February, 2015, viewed 16th April, 2017, <http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/zxfb/201502/t20150226_685799.html>; Statistical 
Communique on National Economic and Social Development in 2015, National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China, 29th February, 2016, viewed 16th April, 
2017,<http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/zxfb/201602/t20160229_1323991.html>
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The top HR challenges faced by companies have remained remarkably stable over the last five years.

Figure 23: Overall HR challenges remain unchanged
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What is the top HR challenge that your company is faced with? 
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Figure 24: Economic recovery in 2016 produces a more positive short-term economic outlook
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3  OUTLOOK OF EUROPEAN 
COMPANIES 

3.1  A partial rebound from last year's pessimism

On a wide range of indicators, respondents' sentiments have rebounded from the lows of the fourth quarter of 2015 and 
first quarter of 2016 when China’s economy was facing severe downward pressure as last year’s survey was conducted. 
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Figure 25: Short-term outlook for growth by industry
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Figure 26: Short-term outlook for profitability by industry
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Figure 27: Short-term outlook on competitive pressure and productivity
How would you describe the business outlook for your sector in China over the next two years? 
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Figure 28: The SOE comeback story
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3.2   Return of the ‘golden age' (for SOEs)

Over the last three years the number of respondents who believe that the ‘golden age’ has ended for multinationals 
in the Chinese market has remained stable. However, there has been an increase of 13 percentage points of those 
who believe that it remains for SOEs. This perhaps reflects the fact that SOEs have been the primary beneficiaries 
of the increased availability of credit, and are being used as a vehicle for pursuing the goals outlined in the China 
Manufacturing 2025 initiative.14 

14  China Manufacturing 2025: Putting Industrial Policy Ahead of Market Forces, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2017, pp. 19-20, <http://www.europeanchamber.
com.cn/en/china-manufacturing-2025>
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Figure 29: Chinese POEs turn up the heat
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3.3   The challenges going forward are clear

In addition to China’s slowing economic growth, attracting and retaining talent, and coping with strangled Internet access, 
competition from Chinese POEs has risen markedly as a challenge that will impact future business. 

Meanwhile, competing against non-compliant competitors fell significantly in importance, which can be chalked up as 
another success for President Xi’s anti-corruption campaign.

1) Only top 12 responses are included
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BUSINESS CONFIDENCE SURVEY 2017 FINDINGS

OPTIMISM REBOUNDED SLIGHTLY...

MOREOVER, THEY ALSO FACE UNEQUAL TREATMENT AND A LACK OF 
RECIPROCITY
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43%
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BUSINESS CONFIDENCE SURVEY 2017 FINDINGS

46%

57% 69%
of respondents perceive 
Chinese companies to be 
equally or more innovative 
than European companies

of respondents believe the Chinese R&D 
environment is more favorable than, or 

equal to, worldwide levels

60%
of respondents expect Chinese 
companies to close the innovation 
gap within five years

of respondents are willing to make further 
investments in R&D, representing a decrease for the 
second year running (-16 pts vs 2015)

CHINESE COMPETITORS HAVE IMPROVED THEIR CAPACITY FOR INNOVATION

51%38%
...CAUSING SOME TO RETHINK THEIR BUSINESS STRATEGIES
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AGREEMENT (CAI) BEFORE EXPANDING THEIR CHINA OPERATIONS
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BUSINESS CONFIDENCE SURVEY 2017 TRENDS
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Top-rated regulatory obstacles

BUSINESS CONFIDENCE SURVEY 2017 TRENDS

THE REFORM PROCESS HAS STALLED AND  
REGULATORY OBSTACLES PERSIST

R&D IN CHINA
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Figure 30: European business cannot afford to be complacent about Chinese innovation
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Figure 31: European companies can learn from Chinese POEs
In which areas are Chinese firms more innovative than European firms?1) 
In which areas are Chinese firms less innovative than European firms?1)
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3.4   Chinese firms are increasingly innovative competitors

One reason that respondents feel that competition from Chinese POEs has increased is the perception that many have 
significantly improved their capacity for innovation.

1) Multiple answers possible; % represent the total share of sector-specific respondents who agreed with a statement

Chinese companies’ strengthened capacity is currently perceived as primarily focused in go-to-market and business-model 
innovation. However, in professional services and consumer goods, they are also believed to have strengthened their 
capacity in product/service and process innovation. This should serve as a wake-up call for European companies.
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In which areas are Chinese firms more innovative than European firms?1) 
In which areas are Chinese firms less innovative than European firms?1)
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Figure 32: Chinese companies becoming strong on consumer goods and services
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Figure 33: European companies still dominate in industrial goods

In the field of industrial goods, where a significant strengthening of protection for intellectual property rights (IPR) and 
improvements to the ecosystem for R&D are of critical importance, far less progress is perceived to have been made. As 
past experience has shown, it is highly questionable that a state-directed, primarily top-down process, that is in part being 
driven through SOEs, will lead to breakthroughs in this area. 

1) Multiple answers possible; % represent the total share of sector-specific respondents who agreed with a statement

1) Multiple answers possible; % represent the total share of sector-specific respondents who agreed with a statement
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Figure 34: Chinese companies are catching up fast on innovation in some industries
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How long do you think it will take before Chinese firms are equally as innovative as, or more innovative than, European firms?

Regardless, over half of respondents expect Chinese firms to have closed the gap in terms of their capacity for innovation 
by around 2020 – while this catching up is most likely to occur in services, with breakthroughs in industrial goods taking 
longer, European business needs to plan accordingly.
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4 UNFULFILLED REFORM PROMISES
The wave of optimism that resulted from the announcement of the Third Plenum’s Decision in 2013 has largely dissipated 
and new developments, such as the launch of additional free trade zones (FTZs), have failed to stimulate the interest of 
European companies. While some improvements have been noted regarding IPR protection, there is limited faith in the 
reform agenda or even much of an expectation that it will move forward after the 19th Party Congress. The European 
Chamber hopes that the commitments to free trade and openness made in President Xi Jinping’s Davos speech in 
January 2017,15 as well as the State Council’s Document No.5 from the same month on improving China’s business 
environment for foreign companies and investment,16 will lead to tangible reform progress, instead of going the same way 
as the Decision. 

4.1  The Decision has still not delivered

With the exception of the anti-corruption campaign, faith in the Third Plenum’s reform agenda is on the wane.

Figure 35: A mixed report card for the Chinese authorities
How does your company rate the efforts of the current Chinese administration over the past three years in the following areas? 

Anti-corruption

N=562

Rule of law

N=562

Economic
reform

N=562

Reform
of SOEs

N=562

Below expectationsMeets expectationsExceeds expectations

2017

15    President Xi’s speech to Davos in full, World Economic Forum, 17th January, 2017, viewed 14th April, 2017, <https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/01/full-text-of-xi-jinping-keynote-
at-the-world-economic-forum>

16   Notice of the State Council on Several Measures on Promoting Further Openness and Active Utilisation of Foreign Investment, The State Council, 17th January, 2017, viewed 14th 

April, 2017, <http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2017-01/17/content_5160624.htm>
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In the Position Paper 2015/2016,17 which was launched in September 2015, industry leaders in the Chamber’s working 
groups used a traffic light system to evalute the outcomes of reforms that were announced at the Third Plenum. Green 
lights were assigned to those that had been largely completed, amber lights to those that were partially complete and 
red lights to those where there had been minimal progress or even backsliding. Ultimately, 10% were awarded green 
lights, 66% amber lights and 24% red lights. Since then, no major improvements have been observed by the majority of 
Chamber members. 

Figure 36: The reform agenda of the Third Plenum has failed to create even playing field

Don’t know
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2017

N=570

2016

N=506

2015

N=541

Has the reform agenda of the 3rd Plenum over the past three years helped to create an even playing 
field for foreign investors in China? 

17  European Business in China Position Paper 2015/2016, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2015, <http://www.europeanchamber.com.cn/en/publications-archive/397/
European_Business_in_China_Position_Paper_2015_2016>

18   China Adds 7 New Free Trade Zones, China Daily, 1st September, 2016, viewed 15th April, 2017, <http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2016-09/01/content_26662637.htm>

4.2   Free trade zones fail to attract European business

The indifference towards FTZs remains with the number of respondents who have established a presence in one barely 
rising over the last year. Furthermore, of the 93 respondents who are actually operating in a FTZ, only 12 express any 
interest in expanding into another FTZ within the next two years. 

While the authorities have recently announced yet another round of FTZs across China,18 European business would 
prefer that they focus instead on rolling out a short, nationwide negative list for foreign investment. 

Figure 37: FTZs continue to underwhelm
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1) Qualified responses excludes "Not Applicable"

4.3   How do IPR and environmental laws impact European business?
Innovation needs to be supported by China’s written IPR laws and other related regulations. Currently, half of European 
companies regard China’s written IPR laws as adequate, but only 8% view them as excellent, the same as in 2015. With 
respect to enforcement, a disappointing 29% of respondents believe that the authorities are actually delivering.

Figure 38: IPR protection: strong framework, weak delivery
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laws and regulations?

How do you rate the enforcement of China's IPR laws 
and regulations?

Figure 39: Room for improvement in jurisdictions perceived to be best 
for IPR protection
How would you rate the response of the IP courts (the courts set up in Beijing, Shanghai and 
Guangzhou specialising in IP-related actions) to your IP infringement claims?

50%
Adequate

Inadequate42%

Excellent
8%

Qualified responses1)

N=92

Interestingly, while there is a general perception that IPR protection is strong in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou—the 
three cities that have dedicated IPR courts—42% of qualified respondents actually report the level of responsiveness in 
these jurisdictions to be inadequate.
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More than half of respondents also find the government’s environmental protection measures to be weak, though this 
represents a slight improvement over recent years. However, it is troubling that environmental legislation is still felt to be 
far more stringently enforced against FIEs by 61% of respondents, while only 17% report it is strongly enforced against 
Chinese SOEs and only 14% against Chinese POEs. An open and competitive business environment can only exist 
when laws and regulations are applied with an even hand. 

There is a quite a marked difference in perception of how evenly environmental laws are applied depending on where 
respondents are based. This difference is most pronounced in Tianjin where 88% of respondents believe environmental 
laws are being more stringently applied against FIEs, compared to just 20% and 16% against Chinese SOEs and 
Chinese POEs respectively. 

Figure 40: Implementation of environmental laws: one country, two systems
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Figure 41: Unequal enforcement of environmental regulations by chapter
How does your company assess the enforcement of environmental regulations in China on different companies? 
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4.4   Pessimistic outlook for market-driven reforms after the 19th Party Congress

There is a worrying lack of optimism that significant progress will be made with the reform agenda after the 19th Party 
Congress in late 2017. While only 15% of respondents expect regulatory obstacles to decrease, 40% actually believe 
they will increase. Although reformers within the government understand the challenges that they face, as was made 
clear in the People’s Daily front-page interview in May 2016,19 there is still no concrete roadmap for reducing government 
intervention and allowing market forces to rule. 

4.5   A clear lack of reciprocity in bilateral trade and investment relations, especially in terms 
of market access

Respondents’ sense of pessimism in the reform process is exacerbated by the lack of reciprocity in bilateral trade and 
investment relations – over the last four years more than half of respondents have consistently reported that FIEs are 
treated unfairly when compared to domestic Chinese companies. 

In 11 out of 15 industries, half or more of respondents perceive unfair treatment, with a remarkable 81% of respondents 
in the legal industry stating this to be the case.

Figure 42: Still no level playing field for European business
How does your company perceive foreign-invested companies' treatment by the Chinese 
government in your industry compared to that of domestic Chinese companies? 

N=562

201620152014 2017

N=506N=541N=552

F
Foreign-invested companies tend to receive favourable treatment compared to domestic Chinese companies

Foreign-invested companies tend to receive unfavourable treatment compared to domestic Chinese companies
oreign-invested companies are treated equally

19   Gong, Wen, Xu, Zhifeng and Wu, Qiuyu, Asking About Big Trends in the Opening Quarter: Authoritative Person Discusses the Current Chinese Economy, People’s Daily, 9th May, 
2016, viewed 14th April, 2017,<http://politics.people.com.cn/n1/2016/0509/c1001-28333725.html> The interview with an unnamed expert, simply listed as an ‘authoritative person,’ 
espoused views on the outlook for China’s economy which can be taken to strongly align with, or even directly represent, those of President Xi and his inner circle of economic 
advisors. The authoritative person argued that the new economic reality of lower growth rates requires that the allocation of resources be optimised.
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Market access barriers are reported as having by far the most significant impact on European business in China, with 
restrictions on M&A also ranking in the top three. This certainly tallies with the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development ranking China in 59th place in terms of its openness to foreign direct investment.20 

Chinese companies face few, if any, limitations in investing in European industries like construction, healthcare, 
insurance, logistics and media, yet European companies in China continue either to be fully barred from participation or 
limited to holding a minority position.

Figure 43: Perceived treatment of FIEs by Chinese Government by industry
How does your company perceive foreign-invested companies' treatment by the Chinese Government 
in your industry compared to that of domestic Chinese companies?1)
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Figure 44: Lack of reciprocity, same old story
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1) Selected industries only

1) Market access barriers includes both direct restrictions like the 'negative list' and indirect restrictions like licensing requirements  

20  FDI restrictiveness (indicator), OECD, viewed 16th April, 2017, <https://data.oecd.org/fdi/fdi-restrictiveness.htm#indicator-chart>; the only countries found to be more restrictive were Myan-
mar, Saudi Arabia and the Philippines.
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5 RESPONSE FROM EUROPEAN 
BUSINESS

European business is responding to the mix of challenges and opportunities that the Chinese market presents in a variety 
of ways – one of the most significant is by investing less. While in 2016 Chinese investment in the EU leaped 77% y-o-y 
to above EUR 35 billion, European investment into China dropped by 23% to only EUR 8 billion.21 That the EU invested 
USD 277 billion in the United States over the same period22 indicates that that this is by no means a result of European 
business losing interest in global markets.

5.1   European business continues to cut costs

Many companies are responding to the Chinese economy’s outlook and continuing market access limitations by cutting 
costs, albeit with significant variation across industries.This trend is particularly pronounced in the transportation, logistics 
and distribution; machinery; chemicals and petroleum; and automotive sectors. 
 

Figure 45: European companies work to stay nimble
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21   Hanemann, Thilo and Mikko Huotari, Record Flows and Growing Imbalances: Chinese Investment in Europe in 2016, MERICS and Rhodium Group, 10th January 2017, no. 3, viewed 16th April, 
2017, <http://rhg.com/reports/record-flows-and-growing-imbalances-chinese-investment-in-europe-in-2016>; EU-China FDI Monitor 4Q 2016 Update: Public Version, Rhodium Group, January, 
2017, viewed 16th April, 2017, <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2017/january/tradoc_155234.pdf>. While the European Chamber’s Business Confidence Survey 2016 stated 
the figure for 2015 to be EUR 9.3 billion, this has been updated to EUR 10 billion in the latest available figures.

22  Hamilton, David and Joseph Quinlan, The Transatlantic Economy 2017: Annual Survey of Jobs, Trade and Investment Between the United States and Europe, Center for 
Transatlantic Relations Johns Hopkins University and American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union, 2017, viewed 20th April, 2017, p. vii, <http://transatlanticrelations.
org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/170223_FULL-BOOK-2.pdf>
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5.2   Minimal interest in partnering with Chinese firms in third-party markets

There has been talk of the Belt and Road Initiative producing opportunities for European businesses to partner with 
Chinese ones in third-party markets. However, to date, few of them have done so or even expressed an interest in such 
partnerships going forward. The few that are interested report far less of a focus on cooperation in Europe than in the 
past, with interest now shifting to Asia Pacific outside of Southeast Asia.

46

Figure 46: A low base in global EU-China business cooperation
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47

Figure 47: China's innovation and R&D environment
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5.3   The R&D environment is improving, but significant challenges remain

The percentage of respondents with a R&D centre in China saw an overall y-o-y increase from 39% to 45%. The number 
of these centres with a local focus increased while regionally-focused ones declined, and those with a global focus 
remained stable. The number that cooperate with local R&D institutions rose nine points, from 49% to 58%, highlighting 
the increasing contributions that European companies are making to China’s innovation ecosystem.

Firms view China as making improvements in terms of the quality of its R&D environment overall, but, at 38%, IT and 
telecommunications remains the only sector seen as more favourable than the worldwide average by more than a third of 
respondents. The Chinese authorities can improve the country’s environment for R&D by focussing more on enhancing 
the regulatory framework, funding basic research and investing further in the necessary infrastructure. 
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While China still holds interest for R&D, the number of companies likely to expand investments has declined slightly.

At the same time, challenges like the availability of talent, IPR protection and Internet access are preventing China from 
reaching its full potential for R&D.

Figure 48: Plenty of room to improve the R&D environment
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Figure 49: European business still contributing significantly to China R&D
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5.4   What is the outlook for European investment in China?

China continues to be an important current destination for investment, but drops slightly as a top future destination, in part 
due to market access restrictions and the uneven playing field. However, European business is not leaving the market, 
and with per capita GDP at just over USD 8,000 in 2015,23 there is still enormous potential for growth if necessary market-
driven reforms are made. The key question is, will European companies be welcomed to contribute to that growth?

The number of firms considering expansion has seen a slight increase y-o-y, though the figure is the second lowest since 
2013. It is important to note that Guangdong, the province with the most market-driven economy, is reported to be the 
leading destination for potential expansions.

Figure 50: European companies remain committed to China
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Figure 51: European companies remain cautious about future investment
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23   GDP Per Capita (Current US $), China, The World Bank, viewed 15th April, 2017, <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=CN>
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As was the case in the previous three years, respondents would be more likely to increase their investments if better 
market access were to be granted. With investment by SOEs up by 19% in 2016, compared to investment increases 
of 3% by Chinese POEs, European investment should still be a desirable source of high-quality and sustainable 
economic growth, and welcoming more of it will help the Chinese authorities to avoid the middle-income trap. 

This is particularly notable in the pharmaceuticals industry where 92% of respondents stated that they would invest more 
if they were afforded improved market access. Seven out of 10 respondents in financial services, civil engineering and 
construction, and IT and telecommunications sectors are also poised to invest more.

Figure 52: An open market would attract more European investment 
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Figure 53: Investment decision based on greater market access by industry
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24   National Fixed Asset Investment for 2016 Increased by 8.1% (Except Rural Households), National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China, 20th January, 2017, viewed 17th 
April, 2017, <http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/zxfb/201701/t20170120_1455946.html>

1) Selected Industries only
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5.5   European business needs a strong CAI in order to confidently expand 

In order to address the challenges outlined in this survey, the EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI)
with a strong market-opening component should be completed during the next twelve months. All of the top-five issues 
that respondents hope to see addressed by the CAI would lead to them being able to contribute more to China’s economy.

Figure 54: A strong CAI would be a game changer for European investment in China
Which are the major issues you would like to be addressed by the EU-China Comprehensive Agreement 
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Figure 55: 2016 revenue in Mainland China by chapter compared to 2015
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6 ANNEX
6.1  Multispeed China

With the exception of Tianjin, half or more of respondents report growing revenue in 2016 compared to 2015. The 
Chamber’s Shenyang Chapter had the largest percentage of respondents reporting growing revenue. As Liaoning 
Province, of which Shenyang is the capital, was the only province officially in recession during 2016, this may seem to be 
an anomalous result. However, it can be attributed to the fact that European business in the city is primarily focused on 
the automobile industry, which sells into the entire national market. 
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Another indication of how much conditions can vary by chapter is that while nationwide only 3% of respondents report a 
major drop (>20%) in their EBIT, in Tianjin a full 13% of respondents report this outcome. An additional 4% of respondents 
there experienced a fall in the range of 5-20%. This makes the market access barriers faced by companies in the city that 
much harder to bear. 

Figure 56: Multispeed China is also reflected in the evolution of companies' 
EBIT by chapter
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Figure 57: EBIT margin in China year-on-year by chapter
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6.2   Foreign investors by chapter
The chapters where respondents feel the most welcome are Southwest China and Shenyang. The former region began to 
develop relatively late, and therefore possesses more room for further growth, which is positive news for business based 
there. In the case of Shenyang, which is in recession, the city’s authorities have enormous motivation to do more to attract 
and retain foreign investment.

Initially, it seems somewhat counterintuitive that FIEs are most likely to face unequal treatment in the three most 
developed regions. On further reflection, though, this could well be attributable to cities such as Beijing and Shanghai 
rolling back the red carpet to foreign business as their domestic industries begin to thrive. It raises the possibility that in 
the future, European business may find itself less welcome in other regions that attain similar levels of development.

Figure 58: The size of the welcome mat varies by chapter
As a foreign investor in China, do you feel:
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Figure 59: European business feels least welcome in the most developed 
regions of China
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6.3   Missed opportunities by chapter

Market access challenges are most severe in Beijing and Shanghai with half of respondents in these chapters indicating 
that they have caused them to miss business opportunities. The situation is comparatively better in Nanjing. However, as 
outlined in its local position paper in February 2017,25 even there more needs to be done to end the preferential treatment 
of SOEs in order to provide equal opportunities for both European business and Chinese POEs.

Figure 60: Market access issues particularly prevalent in Beijing and Shanghai
Has your company missed out on business opportunities in China as a result of market access 
restrictions or regulatory barriers? 
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25  Nanjing Position Paper 2016/2017, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2017, pp. 15-16, <http://www.europeanchamber.com.cn/en/publications-archive/472/Nanjing_
Position_Paper_2016_2017>
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6.4   Forced technology transfers by chapter

While business may feel more welcome in Shenyang, this does not mean that problems related to operating there have 
been resolved. European automotive companies based in the city still face pressure to transfer technology—raising 
questions over China’s WTO commitments—a situation that has deteriorated under the CM2025 initiative.26 There has 
been a similar dynamic in Tianjin. In order to attract further investment, these cities should work with the central authorities 
to rescind requirements for technology transfer and allow competition to drive the upgrade of industries instead. 

Figure 61: Forced technology transfers most prominent in Shenyang and Tianjin
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26   China Manufacturing 2025: Putting Industrial Policy Ahead of Market Forces, European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, 2017, pp. 39-40, <http://www.europeanchamber.
com.cn/en/china-manufacturing-2025>
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6.5   Overcapacity by chapter

Respondents in Shenyang, where SOEs are more dominant, report the highest instances of overcapacity. This is not to 
say that regions with fewer SOEs can afford to be complacent, though. For example, South China is the country’s most 
market-driven region, yet even there half of respondents state that there is overcapacity in their industry. This is partly 
due to the decision taken by the authorities to subsidise the sale and installation of products like industrial robotics.27 This 
motivates firms with weak technological and R&D capacity to pile into the market in pursuit of subsidies, thereby creating 
overcapacity at the low end of the market. 

Figure 62: Overcapacity is everywhere, but most serious in Shenyang
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27   Ibid, pp. 36-37.
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6.6   R&D environment by chapter

On a more positive note, South China provides the best environment for R&D in China. It is the most developed and 
market-driven regional economy with a strong manufacturing cluster, which enables companies to produce prototypes 
quickly, and has well established links to global markets. Beijing’s strength in advanced technologies is also recognised. 
By contrast, both Shenyang and Nanjing have some catching up to do with their own R&D ecosystems, something that 
local SOEs are not well positioned to contribute to. 

Figure 63: South China's market-driven economy is the leader for R&D
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7 ABOUT THE SURVEY MOTIVATION 
AND DESIGN

The purpose of the European Chamber’s European Business in China Business Confidence Survey is to take an annual 
snapshot of European companies' successes and challenges in China. Published since 2004, the survey has enabled the 
European Chamber to build a rich data set to serve as a broad indicator of how European companies judge the business 
environment in China, both now and in the future. 

The European Chamber invited its members to take part in the 2017 survey over a three-week period during February and 
March 2017. The survey was conducted in cooperation with Roland Berger and was published in May 2017. There were 
1,302 eligible entities. With 570 respondents completing the survey, the 2016 survey achieved a response rate of 44.2%. 
In order to obtain a high response rate, which is an essential feature for high-quality results, the survey was condensed as 
much as possible, while keeping the appropriate questions to make comparisons over time. 

An online and password-required survey platform was set up for the member companies of the European Chamber. The 
survey comprised 57 questions, grouped under three key themes: 
• Company Profile and Financial Performance; 
• Outlook on the Chinese Business Environment; and
• Outlook on Company Strategy. 

A sector-specific section and a chapter-specific section were also added as of 2015, but these questions are not included 
in this report. 

Consistency was one of the key factors that guided the design of the questionnaire and the data analysis. We gathered 
similar data from previous years so that we could trace and understand the development of company strategies and 
perceptions. We focused on capturing the key issues for European companies operating in China and designed up-to-
date questions that are in line with typical 2017 issues that European companies faced in China.
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8 PANEL OVERVIEW
8.1  Industry 

Companies from a wide range of industries were represented in the 2017 survey, with 35% of respondents operating 
in the professional services sector, 35% in the industrial goods and services sector and 18% in the consumer goods/
services sector. Companies in other sectors represented the remaining 12% of respondents. This adds to the quality and 
representativeness of the data set collected this year. This year's industry breakdown figures are slightly different from last 
year's, which were 26%, 28%, 32% and 15% respectively. 

Panel Overview 1 
Breakdown of respondents by industry
N= 562

12%

35%

18%

35%

Professional Services (35%) 
> Financial services 
> IT and telecommunications 
> Legal
> Media and publishing 
> Professional services

Industrial Goods/ Services (35%) 
> Automotive and auto components
> Aerospace and aviation 
> Chemicals and petroleum
> Civil engineering and construction
> Environment
> Machinery
> Transportation, logistics and distribution
> Utilities, primary energy and other commodities

Consumer Goods/ Services (18%)
> Cosmetics
> Education
> Fashion and textiles
> Food and beverage
> Hospitality
> Medical devices
> Pharmaceuticals
> Retail
> Travel and tourism

Other (12%) 
> Agriculture
> Government affairs
> Other
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8.2   Size and time in China

In terms of company size, 53% of respondents were SMEs (with fewer than 250 employees), 19% were companies with 
251-1,000 employees, and 28% were large companies with more than 1,000 employees. 

In the 2017 survey, 14% of respondents have operated in China for five years or less; 20% for six to 10 years; and 66% 
for more than 10 years. These figures are similar to last year's of 19%, 25% and 56% respectively. 

Panel Overview 2 
Breakdown of respondents by size 

53%

>1,000 employees

251 - 1,000 employees

28%

19%
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Panel Overview 3 
Breakdown of respondents by time in Mainland China 
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9  ABOUT ROLAND BERGER
Roland Berger is an independent company, solely owned by our Partners, who are responsible for overall corporate 
performance and business success. Founded in 1967, Roland Berger remains the only leading global consultancy firm 
with non-Anglo-Saxon roots. We are German by origin, European by nature and global by ambition, including a strong 
footprint in Asia and other geographies where we feel that we can truly make an impact.

We have always strived to provide a different perspective in the field of consulting and business, and today we continue 
to challenge constructively standard patterns of thought and provide clients with new solutions to manage disruption and 
transformation. 

Our entrepreneurial spirit has shaped our growth and fueled our outstanding achievements since the early days of the 
firm. In short, being a game changer is in our DNA. With nearly 50 years of continuous growth behind us and 2,400 
employees working in 34 countries, we are one of the leading players in global top-management consulting and have 
successful operations in all major international markets. 

Through mutual trust and sustainable value added for our clients, we have become a longstanding advisor of major 
international industry and service companies as well as public institutions worldwide.
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10  ABOUT THE EUROPEAN UNION 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN 
CHINA

The European Union Chamber of Commerce in China (European Chamber) was founded in 2000 by 51 member 
companies that shared a goal of establishing a common voice for the various business sectors of the European Union and 
European businesses operating in China. It is a members-driven, non-profit, fee-based organisation with a core structure 
of 32 working groups and fora representing European business in China.

The European Chamber has nearly 1,600 members in seven chapters operating in nine cities: Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai, 
Shenyang, South China (Guangzhou and Shenzhen), Southwest China (Chengdu and Chongqing) and Tianjin. Each 
chapter is managed at the local level by local boards reporting directly to the Executive Committee.

The European Chamber is recognised by the European Commission and the Chinese authorities as the official voice of 
European business in China. It is recognised as a foreign chamber of commerce by the Ministry of Civil Affairs.

The European Chamber is part of the growing network of European Business Organisations (EBO). This network 
connects European business associations and chambers of commerce from 20 non-EU countries around the world.

Principles

•   We are an independent, non-profit organisation governed by our members.
•   We work for the benefit of European business as a whole.
•   We operate as a single, networked organisation across Mainland China.
•   We maintain close, constructive relations with the Chinese and European authorities, while retaining our independence.
•   We seek the broadest possible representation of European business in China within our membership: large, medium 

and small enterprises from all business sectors and European Member States throughout China.
•   We operate in accordance with Chinese laws and regulations.
•   We treat all our members, business partners and employees with fairness and integrity.
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Beijing
Tel: +86 (10)  6462  2066
Fax: +86 (10)  6462  2067 
Email: euccc@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

Nanjing
Tel: +86 (25)  8362  7330
Fax: +86 (25)  8362  7332 
Email: nanjing@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

South China - Guangzhou
Tel: +86 (20)  3801  0269 
Fax: +86 (20)  3801  0275 
Email: southchina@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

South China - Shenzhen
Tel: +86 (755)  8632 9114

  Fax: +86 (755)  8632 9114

  Email: southchina@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

Shanghai
Tel: +86 (21)  6385  2023
Fax: +86 (21)  6385  2381
Email: shanghai@europeanchamber.com.cn

 
Shenyang
Tel: +86 (24)  6683 4376
Email: shenyang@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

Southwest  China - Chengdu
Tel:

   
Fax: 

   
Email: chengdu@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

Southwest  China - Chongqing
Tel:
Email: chongqing@europeanchamber.com.cn

 
Tianjin
Tel: +86 (22)  5830 7608
Email: tianjin@europeanchamber.com.cn

 

www.europeanchamber.com.cn

+86(28) 8527 6517
+86(28) 8527 6517

+86 (23) 6308 5669


